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Supplemental Table: Types, Uses, Benefits and Limitations of Genetic Tests Available for Cardiomyopathy 

Test type Example Technical 
specificat-
ion 

Number of 
genes 

Uses Benefits Limitations 

Single variant 
testing 

MYBPC3 
p.R502W 
testing 

Sanger 
sequenc-
ing 

1 (partial) Cascade testing when 
causative variant is 
known 

Specific; low cost Will miss additional variants within the 
gene, digenic inheritance, other causes 
of cardiomyopathy; not for use in 
patients without a known familial disease 
causing variant 

Targeted 
cardiomyopathy 

HCM 
panel 

NGS 10-25+ Testing in patient with 
classic, non-overlapping 
phenotype  

tests highest probability 
genes while minimizing 
VUS likelihood 

Fewer genes tested 

Expanded 
cardiomyopathy 

Pan 
cardio-
myopathy 

NGS 40-100+ Testing in patient with 
classic phenotype or 
mixed phenotype 

Tests highest probability 
genes plus additional 
genes at same cost 

More VUS results than targeted panel; 
diagnostic yield may not be significantly 
different 

Combination 
cardiomyopathy 
plus other panel 

 NGS 50+ Testing in patients with 
combination phenotypes 
(eg, cardiomyopathy, 
aortopathy) 

May increase diagnostic 
yield for unusual 
phenotypes 

More VUS results; clinical utility of each 
panel should be established 

Custom panel  Custom 
array 
capture 
and NGS 

Varies Testing in patients with 
unusual phenotypes 

Flexibility Requires specific clinical differential 
diagnosis; should be used by 
experienced genetics professionals 

Clinical whole 
exome 
sequencing 

N/A Sequence 
capture 
and NGS 

~20,000 Comprehensive testing Comprehensive VUS typically not reported therefore 
cannot be used to leverage family based 
information; requires specific genetic 
counseling regarding possibility of 
secondary findings; may have lower 
depth of coverage, and may have more 
variable coverage for each gene, 
although the field is rapidly evolving. 

 


